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l1t.:r-mA-~) Joh~
13 December 1978

Schorreck:

Brigadier, if I could, let me put some names to

you and if anyone

strike~

it a little bit.

How about Admiral Hall?

Tiltman:

a bell, we'll stop and talk about

I never had anything to do with Admiral Hall.

been right out of
Schorreck:
Tiltman:

th~

He'd

business before I came in.

Before you actually got in in 1920?
Yes, so that what I know is general knowledge.

"Blinker" Hall.
Schorreck:

Um hum ... The rest of these are going to be from the

U.S. side, and we'll just see what happens.

How about

/

Ralph VaIYDeman?

I

Tiltman:
Schorreck:
Tiltman:
Schorreck:
Tiltman:
Schorreck:
Tiltman:
Schorreck:

Never heard of him.

\J-,r-

Marlboro~Churchill?

No.
Parker Hitt?
Parker Hitt ... I knew that he ... I

re~d

a book of his.

The Solution to Military Ciphers?
Yes, something like that.
How did you find that when you read it?

Did you

find it instructive, or informative, or not much value?

pproved for Release by NSA on 08-25-2015 pursuant to E.O.
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Tiltman:

1ki.~
I'm a bad reader in the

subj~ct.

Nearly all the

books I've ever seen have been just awful, but there was

a~ot

of stuff in it, yes.
Schorreck:

How about Joseph Mauborgne?
wo.C;

Tiltman:
Fri.edman.
Schorreck:
Tiltman:
Schorreck:
Tiltma,n:
Schorreck:
Tiltman :
Schorreck:

I just met him at Mr. friedrnc:m's ••. I~ staying with
Met him once.
Carl Kinsley?

Captain?

No.
Russell WilE;9n ,... a Nayal Officer - Commander?
I don't

remember~

Milo Draemal ,... a,lso a Naval officer?
No.
Dennis Nolan, who was Pershing's G-2, who ·m ade a

trip tc;> London c;>n ;intelligence matters?
Ti.ltman:

That must have been in World War I.

Well, I wasn't

in that.
Schorreck:

Tiltman:

Hooper, J. S. Hooper?

Another Naval Officer?

No.
,A,

Schorreck:
Ti ltman:
Schorreck:

J.

R~ves

Childs?

He was ...

~·
He's not the. Chil ds tM·t' $ i.n COM$EC now, is he7
No.

2
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Tiltrnan:

No.

Schorreck:
Tiltrnan:

Childs, Childs ...

John Manley?
No.
,,

Schorreck:
Tiltman:

1'

..C c0 t.1-1:r-<.i1't VY--·· .ot·t·?o

How about Safford?

_.•

. ·1',z
I
!· .,,rle,.V,...
I~· 1

)

Safford, I knew fairly well.

Schorreck~

Could you relate to us

wh~n

you first became

acquainted with Safford?
Tiltrnan:

.When I came over here in 1942, in March t942.

Schorreck:

Well, let's save that until the World War II period.

I think you mentioned before that you didn't know Yardley ~or
Friedman until World War II?
Tiltrnan:

No, I never met ...

Friedman was supposed, you know,

to come over to England when Sinkov and the others came and he
had a nervous breakdown and Sinkov came in his place.
Schorreck:

I have one other general question about this early

time period -- were you involved at all in wiretapping?
British involvement?
Tiltrnan:
Schorreck:

No.

~at

I know· of.

So, prior to the advent of radio intercept, it was

all cable drops and then radio intercept came in about 1920,
or must have been earlier than that
Tiltman:

I only came in ...

3
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Schorreck:
Tiltman:

'

<,". ,

~;

.

'

Your association with it came in 1920?
Yes.

Schorreck:

I think last time we talked about your efforts from

'31 to '34 on the COMINTERN, and you related some specific
instances out of

"""" ... :z.

Tiltman:
written

th~t.

I could go into a, lot o.f· detail on that, but I have

1t (.\.~
.
a--do·c~mem

in the journal.

has never been said

th~re

I think that one thing that

is that in 1931, I really took it over

:1,1 !!.
from Fette;rlein who was not_ getting on very well with it ( V\

At that time, we were only

looki~g

Ct 1'1\ 1 iv ff. ft f) ,\
0

at Berlin with M.oscow and I

took it over from him and I originally came in and broke the
Berlin/Moscow link.
Schorreck:

Yeah~

we have that.

Could we get into what we were

talking informally about a minute ago ) with how you got into
.

.

breaking the JN-25 indicators in the late '30s?
Tiltman:

It goes back to the beginning of my work on Japanese.

I think either at the end of '35 or the beginning of '36, I was
getting military intercepts back from Hong Kong which were not
being worked on by anybody else and this was before they used
. ~_..fµv
additives. They had various systems,more or ...~__ or
le!:)s complication which I kept in touch with until September, u)o.,v.I
December 1938 when they began to use the kind of additives that
they used all through the war and which I broke into during the
Munich crisis0

-~

December '3 7, it must have come into use.

4
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It started corning into use because I broke the indicating system
when we were first at Bletchley Park during the Munich crisis.
Well then this indicating system they used usually, I think,
I

I

·

the first 4-digit group of a message they had two figures of it ...
led to
two figures of the first group of rnessages,4one or a hundred
additives which was added ovei the two indicator and put in the
second place.

They did the same thing for the end of the message

and I eventually established that theie was a connection between
the beginning and the ends of messages which started and ended
on the same page.
badly used.
named

~3366''.

From thc:i,t point on, the additives were very

We first of all broke into an air cipher which was
It was very badly used; the first page was very

much overused and there weie
read depth.

oth~i

places, and we were able to

Then sometime just after we were in the war in '39,

I should think, as

a

guess, in October or November '39 we got
.

"

.

some Naval intercepts in what was afterwards called JN-25, and
I tried to see whether it had a similar indicating system to
the military, and I found that it did.

It indicated the beginning

and the end of messages on the tables ... on the key.

About that

time, Commander Burnett, who was one of the - was really the
best of the Japanese Naval interpreters ... Naval Japanese interpreters,
was sent out to Singapore and he took the indicating system with
him and my question to you before was ... I didn't know that it had
ever been solved ... whether in fact they got the indicating system
from me or whether they broke it independently?
that they broke it independently.
they got it from him, but I ...

5

My guess is

Burnett always swears that
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Schorreck:
Tiltman:

Burnett went to Singapore or to ..•
Well, he went fr0m Singapore to Corregidor.

time, he says that he handed over
didn't have it at the time.

th~

At that

indicator system; that they

I think he's probably wrong.

I

don't know the answer to ·H.,.'t.
Schorreck:

Could you recount for us the incident which took

place in '37, when you yourself went to Hong Kong to give ,over
some Jap military mateiial?
Tiltman:

Yes.

Et seemed to me ... this ictually was before they

introduced additives.

It seemed to me that this was something

that ought to be done ahd dealt with ... it was intercepted
in

Hon~

Korig and just as

th~

Navy did their own exploitation

in Hong Kong, that we ought to have a military party dealing
with military in the Far East and not with us.

So, I got

permission; I went out by sea to Hon9 Kong and when I'd been
there a short time, T found there was really an awful lot of
work to be done, working in the dockyard-and I found a very good
.

.

(L1V\.

.
.
··h-e .. _._.c(A rmy interpreter
.
Japanese interpreteJ-rn-t
in a battery on

Stonecutter's Island, which is in the middle of the harbor in
Hong Kong, where the military intercept was,taken.

I applied

for Marr-Johnson to be attached to me, and the first time I
applied, it was refused.

The second time was after the Japanese

had come down into China and they agreed to let me have him
half time.

And then when he just gotJnot only interested but

useful, they took him away from me for a translating job in

6
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North China.

I was so angry that whe-n I got home ,... November '37,

I think - I made a row in

~he

War Office and they actually flew

him from Hong Kong home, so this was an absolutely unknown thing
for junior officers in those days, which took a week anyway.
I flew out again and I kept him for the Japanese and one of the
other attached officers, Geoffrey Stevens, who is an Italian
scholar and had been with me for 2-3 years ... I put them both o~o
I

..t.e- Japanese and as soon as they were familiar with what was

going on, I flew out to Hong Kong and they .followed me by sea
-t,--and took it over. As far as I was concerned, I dropped shop
of the Japanese problem, for the time being anyway.
was going to be done, I didnlt ..
$chorreck:
Tiltman:

Wer~

If something

~.

you evei called upon to ....

I beg your pardon ... ! am getting into a muddle here ...

They didn't fly out until the beginning ... ! didn't fly out until
the beginning of '39 when we had

got~~

the indicating system

of the additive system, and as this was something that was
likely to expand and last forever and was then a fairly
well-known procedure, we arranged for Marr-Johnson and Stevens

to take it over as a continuing commitment in Hong Kong.
Schorreck:
Tiltman:

Right.
I got muddled over dates before.
\\I

Schorreck: That's c~--l*ight.
T/ .

.

Once that occurred, once you had

turned the activity over to Johrison and Stevens, were you ever
called upon as a technical consultant to them - did they ever
ask you for advice?

7
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Tiltman:

Not really.

What happened was 1 that,,after Pearl Ha;rbor,
.

the Indian Government formed - set

.

~

themselve~

to form f-4' a

cryptanalytic party in New Delhi and the Director

o~

Military

Intelligence, General Cawthorne, wrote me a letter asking -mewho he should put in char<;Je of this, and he named four names
and Marr..-Johrison was the only possibility; so Marr-Johnson·
became a Lieutenant Colonel and wa,s the technical head of WEC,
which was the name· of the pa,rty i.n New Delhi.
Schorreck:
Tiltm:an:
Schorreck:

Wireless Experimen·ta,l Center .•..•
Yes.
?o, from that time on, the·n, for all p:r;a,ctical purposes,

everything was done out there.
Tiltman:

Yes.

. .y

Where I came ha.ck into .'Japanese/-\f\1a·s,1 I was

heavily involved in the breaking of the Japanese military attache
$ystem, which was quite a, different thing altogether.

In 1933,

I broke into the current Japane$e military attache system,
which had been going for 6

ye~;rs.

It.went out of use just about

the time I broke in and wasn't ;really touched again until about
the time of Pearl Harbor.

Well then, after the fall of France,

w:e had had ... since the beginni.!19 of the war, we had 14 naval
officers ... 14 French

~aval

Officers and 4 French Air Force

Officers in Bletchley Park with

~s

and after the fall of rrance,

the head 9f the .Air Force pa;rty ! Baudouin, who we have a book of
hi_s that's been translated on cryptanalysis·, :Baudouin ca1T1e to me
a,nd said, PWe are four very highly trained research cryptanalysts ...
you're stuck with us for the war.

8
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haveri' t got time to do.".
attache·system and they

So I gave them the Japanese mi.li tary

mad~

such~

mess out of it ... unbelievable.

I.

When I took it away from them again, you could hardly read any of
the intercepts.
and so on.

They weie all scrawled over with red letters
ba~k

I had to go

to the beginning again, and then it

hadn't been broken when l came out,

In March 1942, I knew

something about the indicators and $inkov's party had made some
progress with the indicators.

One contribution I made when I

was here was/I succeeded in proving that ... we believed that the
reciphering

proce~s wa~

literal additives and we thought it

would be like the 111ilita:r;-y" additive ~hich was 100 grqups on a
page.

In actual fact, _it t,urned out to be 80ftive-letter groups

and not looJfour-letter groups.
until I got home.
into it.
-~

$chorreck:
Tiltman:

That was my only contribution

But I was the first

The ... am l

read Japanese

talking the right

Um hum.
For the obvious purpose of spreading the material over

the additives, they tailed messages one. after another rigorously
through the additive.

That means to say that if a group ended ...

if a message ended qn the 26th group on· page 59, the next message
would start with the 27th group and so on, and I found

~

one

particular lane, a great deal of material which actually went
around the current table

~ive

times and I broke into it on the

depth that was obtained by then and much to my surprise and
everybody else's, it di.dn' t come out in Japanese ... it. came out in
Russian.

It turned out to be somebody sending back recoveries in

a five-figure Russian codebook.

9
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r
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Schorre~k:

This was the Japanese sending back their recoveries

of a Russian codebook?
~iltman:

Yes ...
I'll finish

Schorreck:
Tiltman:

th~

story for what it's worth ...

Yeah.
This, as I say, was a literal additive and the codebook

was digraphic - 2 letters, and it seemed to me that there was
evidence that it was,can't think of thew?r£hat the 2,-letter
,,_/

groups were based on plain language.

.~he~nurn:lSers

were

arran-ge-d-~

~toj~he digraphs for numbe~rs.,,Yweie syrnetrically arranged in a
diagbnal across the chart, across the substitution chart, and
it was possible to pick up in depth

th~

numbers which because of

this symetrical arrangement, you could see the difference
between them was constant and so on.

The messages, when they came

out, they had 5 digraphs representing numbers, followed by a
Russian word which. was an identification of the ... and then five
more digraphs, then another Russian word and so on.
codebook was one

tirn~was

alphabetically and so on.

The Russian

one part, so that they were all connected
But~

in every message they employed

bi-section, that means to say, they cut

e~ch

message roughly in

half - the text of each message roughly in half and put the second

'.
'.

half first.

But

th~re

was one patch which was obviously

the true beginning of the. ~essage, which ~as the only place
1 :

where there could be any Japanese.

"Uf XI HN EI YR UF''.

This read in every case,

This was the only place there could be any

J?partese, and it had to be ~ome kind of an address or signature.

10
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"UF" was obviously some kind of a warning, saying, "This is
the sender."; "XI", I read to be "DAI"; "RN", I read to be
"HON"; "EI", I read to be "EI"; "YR", I read to be ""YORI",
which is from.

It seemed that what we were dealing with was,

"DAI HON EI YORI", which had to be the sender.

I asked my .•. I

was never a Japanese scholar .... I asked my Japanese speaking
friends in the office, "Who could possibly be calling himself
D.A,I HON EI?".

They~:lighted ... they

said, "Oh this must be the

General Staff Office, attached to Hitler's headquarters in
Russia.".

But it

ttirne~

out to be not so.

"XI" was not "DAI",

it was "ZAI", which meant "district"; "HN" wasn't "HON", it was
"Hungary"; "EI", for some reason was "BUKAN", which means "office" ...
and the whole thing represented ..

~rested

on the fact that I

guessed that "YR" meant "YORI", which was from ... it was just one
of those silly misunderstandings.

We read a very, very great

deal of the Japanese military attache.
Schorreck:

At this period?

Tiltman:

Right through ... right through.

Goodman:

That's interesting.

Would you comment on their

cryptographic system and the Japanese Military Attache system as
to its ... it must not have been too secure, or was it a difficult
system?
Tiltman:

It was over used, like all these things ... like our

additives, our fleet general ciphers at the beginning of the war,
which had such disastrous consequences in the battle of the
Atlantic..f. convoys and so on.

L,: _. 2G~rmans
·

·

We tried to keep the Navy supplied

with sufficient' additives, but they were just ove; .used, and the

read an enormous amoun:: but that's another story.

---.,,
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Goodman:

That's what I was going to ask you ... At this time period

did you have any cryptographic responsibilities?
Tiltman:

Yes.

Goodman:

Would you tell us what they were?

Tiltman:

From the time when Sir Edward Travis took over the

office, which was in very early
Cryptographer.

1

42, I became officially Chief

This was only a name, but it me~nt that I was
1

not only responsible for

ciph~rs

that were not being read, but

l was also technically responsible

fo~

the security of all

British ciphers.
Goodman:

All British ciphers?

Tiltman:

All British ciphers.

I was

th~

last word on security.

I attended a meeting in the Admiralty once a week on Wednesdays,
and mostly they were talking about distribution problems and so
on, which weren't my business.

But I was brought in, in every

case where there was a technical point involved, and I was
asked to try and cope with this bad situation in the British
Nayy.

I sl)ould say that we had a good rotor machine (TYP1'~

machine), but we didn't have nearly eriough to go around the
Navy; so that what was required was a secure
be used by 1700

holdei~,

all

o~

ciph~r

that could

whom had to be 'in a position to

communi.cate with one another in cipher, and it had to be safe.
lt took a long time to introduce, but I did devise the
which solved the problem.

~S

frame,

From the time it was introduced,

which wasn't until the erid of '43,
another letter.

12
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Goodman:

From the Typ/kJ

Tiltman:

No.

I to go aroun d .
We hadn't gotten enough .Typell
1~

What I mean is, that the solution .to our COMSEC p;l'.'oblem, we
couldn't invent new machines or produce new machines in time to
duri~g

be of any use

~ar,

the

so that_ we had

t~

stick to hand

ciphers when you were fai.rly. well equipped with machines.
j

Goodman:

Did you have a ;l'.'espe>ns·.:ibilj_ ty for d.:iplomatic ciphers
ciph~rs

and codes and
Til tman:

as well?

Yes!

Schor.re·ck:

What ki.nd 9;f an or9'a,ni.za.t.:ion ·did you· have to do

all this?
T;iltman:

I had a' private army o:f 12 peop\

e,

headed by my

beloved'friend, the one who I wrote to yesterday ... sorry, my
memory is terrible this morning .•• J. Morgan, Dr. Morgan (he's
retired-many

years~

now).

I had this research section which was

entirely at my disposal and we had to handle all the ... anything
where anybody was stuck.
Schorrecki
Tiltm·an:

I.think I'm. going

}.IL~

to~

r(l

that COMSEC section today.

Yes.

Schor re ck.:
Tiltman;

For the

~ar

period.

Yes.

Schorreck:
Could I get back and ask you one fj_nal question about this early
period?

If I could.

13
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Tiltman:

When you were talking ... just a mifiute ... when you were

talking just now, you asked me if l was responsible for diplomatic ...
you mean our diplomatic?
Schorreck:
Tiltm:an:

Your

~iplomattc

~

British.

Oh yes, and it got.as far as the Ministry of Food

and everybody else eventually.

I remember

·t-1---""'"'

eB-e

meeting in the

Admiralty ... the table got longer and longer and there were more
people attached to it, and one day I went to my ordinary
Wednesday meeting, and there was some kind o;f bombing activity
. going on.

I was talking, and quite suddenly, I found my.self

alone i.n the room.

Everybody was under the table.

They were

all used to the V-1 bombs a,nd I hadn't come into .•. they. knew
that when one came near, when it..,ould cut out and was liable to
drop on top of us straightaway.
Goodman:
$chQrreck:
Til tm:an:
$chorreck:
Tiltman:
May 1933.

I di.dn' t know.

It would have made your meeting smaller.

(laugh)

Did you have any contact with Bertrand?
Yes, a great deal.
And what was the nature of that?
My memory is a bit thi.n ..• T met Bertrand ;first in
General Menzies took me over to Paris to talk to

the French about what we were <loing about Russian ciphers, and
I. flew over to J;>ari.s

~

other French officers.
time.

and I spent one day with Bertrand and two
Bertrand, I had then met for the first

I had very definite instructions that if I found the
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French were unaware of Russian additive ciphers, and particularly
the

one~time

pad, which had been introduced by then, I wasn't

to talk about them.
intuition.

This was my first experience of; Bertrand's

aJ1..

He started off (he didn't speak English .. ..tl:H:-s had to

be done through an

interpret~, because my French wasn '· t good

enough) ... he started off by saying, "I Tealize that you probably
have been instructed not to tell us everything you know, so we
put down on pape~ everythin9 we know about Russian cipher~.",
which made it easy for me.

This is typical of Beitrand.

So I

spent the one day with him in 1933, talking about Russian ciphers
and then not again.

I suppose that I must have seen him in

England in 1939, but you see, at the beginning of 1939, when the
Enigma story was started, when the ;Frerich were feeling out
towards handing ovei what they knew about the Enignia, I was in
Hong Kong, so I wasn't in it in the first place.

Then when we

decided to send a party, the party that eventually really got

J..
..
the essenti.al information about the Eni9ma~went to Warsaw in

about June '39, I was back and I wa,s supposed to 90, and they

.

']), ·11..,

$ent Knox instgad of me ... ~ Knox.
6(S)~t'-lM:\9--~ -~)'-';~~f ~%:::.'·S :
:from · {\

I think it was probably,

. Anderson'· s point of view, the right ded:sion,

But actually ;Lt was rather a disaster because Knox was without
exception the most tactless man in the world and there was
nothing you could do to stop hi.m, a,nd he missed the m,ost important
part of the information which was giyen him and I think it put
us back six months or somethin9 like that.

15
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Goodman:

What was that informa,t;ion?

Tiltman:

This is the ... I don't know much about the Enigma.

This was something I didn't have to deal with.
used to be called the diagonal, that

me~ns

It ... it ... what

to say, the input

alphabet which had been assumed would either be random or would
be typewriter order,·QWER and so on , in fact was in the ABC order.
Now he missed

th~t

and that it wasn't·

and ;in ;fact, he said that it had been tried
so~

But he was wrong.

Thi~

of course! the En;i:gmci, was never my problem.
the way in which they gave him

the· ~

is all third hand,

As I understand it,
(J <.~

.. gave Knox the· wheet., patnn:t-s-

of the current Enigma was ... they set the machine at a particular
place and

th~n

typed a succession of A's, a long long succession

of A's, so that the thing could be worked out in tha.t
Goodman:

w.a:y.

What was your _ general ' ;impression of Bertrand?

D;id

he know what he was doing?
Tiltman:

He was fantastically good on the pinching side.

don't know to thi.s day how much he knew about

ciphers ~

I

I

r e ad h;i:s book and he does give a complete detail of the
make~up

of a German

Goodman:

~ervice

En;i.9111a.

I'm not su:re o:f the use of the word ''pinchi.n<;J".

Could you de5cr;ibe it?
Tiltman:

Well, it 1 s
~t'Jr.;.

of thing.

..ia

spy

i>..l"~~
~1

secret

/.J.•...:iow

,._It all comes in h;i:s book.

While we're on this

subject, you asked me what sort .of a · man he was.

Very early in

the war, w.hen we sent the Br;i.ti.sh Expeditionary For ce to f i ght

16
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in France, I put together a party of cryptanalysts under
Geoff Evans, you know Geoff Evans, Major ... I suppose he was
retiring about the time you were in ... who worked in French GHQ
~
on low -±ea'd""ciphers. We also provided them with a liaison
officer named MacFarlanf: . "Pinky" MacFarlan(,' who worked
in their most secret

office~

I can't remember the name of it,

and was the liaison on the Enigma.
attacked

Now after the Germans

\'V\{o ,,,

~nto-tt,

oh one story ... A typical interview with Bertrand,

who as I said didn't know English, would be in Bill Dunderdale's
office.

Bill Dunderdale is the half English/half Russian ... our

representative in Paris of our secret service ... I would be
talking, Bertrand would be sitting on the edge of his chair
/

opposite to me, and when he saw you about to ask a question that
he couldn't answer, always he'd say, "ne pas demander".
He always knew

wh~t

was goirig on.

(laugh)

After the Germans attacked

into;6:-ance, I think it must have been about May the 14th 1940,
I was in French GHQ, negotiating the return

of

our party and

Bertrand said, "We value your party very much; we'd like to keep
them, but you'd better get them out while you can", and they
were evacuated through Bordeaui.
your chiefs in London
enemy hands.

11

•

th~t

He then said, "And please tell

none of your secrets will get into

·Now how he made such an impossible statement,

I don't know, because there must have been a hundred French
officers who knew what we were doing on the Enigma and everything
else.

But they neve;r did get into enemy hands.

hi.s book has always astonished me.

It seemed to me to be

completely out of keeping with my memory of him.
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into hi.s book.
Goodman:

How about the Poles?

Tiltman:

I didn't meet

Did you have any .•.

th~m.

l think I probably.· .• ·I wasn't

introduced to their most secret station,~~I've forgotten the name
i+
of h:i:m now, until about March 1940. T paid ;five visits to J?aris.
th~

I think it was only on

third or .;fourth one that I went to

their most secret place and ;r must admit, I suppose I met one or
As l

two of the }?oles.
problems w;ithciut

th~t,

have to wor;i:;-y about.

saY~
~nd

the Enigma -was ... I ha,d enough

l was told that was

someth~ng

I

didn't

We had ••. abc)ut a ;f'i:E.th of our o;ffice was

. i,. t. . • h a'd it,~s
. _,::r .own specia
. 1 sta, ff. . an d. so on, an d I h a d
engage d in
absolutely
Goodman:

noth~n~

to do with tt.

~r'.:r''Qr,

How was mater:Lal handled at this t;i_me ,... 'Did the British

have ... obviously they

did.~.th~

British. had a

classi~ication

system, but there wa,sn't a,ny special handling of certian systems,
was there?
Tiltman:

For instance, that didn't come •...•
Nothing correspondi.rn;i· to what you call "compartmented" ...

compartments.
deceivin~

I don't think so, nq,.,I don't th;Lnk so ..• I may be

you where I don't

rememb~r.
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Schorreck:

Could you give us, Brigadier, a general description of some

of the people with whom.you worked in this early period, let's
say the World War II ....
Tiltman:

Before the war?

Schorreck:
Tiltman:

Before the war.
Before the war, my experience was that the best

pencil and paper cryptanalyst was Fetterlein, the Russian.;
He was getting very old - he died during the war.

He was

getting very old and, for instance, he didn't succeed over the
early COMINTERN and so on, but he was very good.
cryptanalysts,, there used to

be~

Most of the

JS who were known as seniors,

this was a particular grade of civil servant in those days.
Of them, I should say that there were four or five who might
just as well not have been there, they were left over from
World War I.

There was Strachey, who was also getting old,

but had done very good work.

He had been in the Army party

in Cork Street during the war.
tremendous reputation.

There was Knox, who had a

I never understood what it was ... he was

always a complete disaster whenever I dealt with him, but most
of them were linguists' who were breaking codebooks.

There

really wasn't a great deal of clear-cut cryptanalysis done,
except by Fetterlein and myself and just one or two other people.
Schorreck:
Tiltman:

Were Foss and Alexander engaged in the

busi~ess?

Foss came in after I came back from India, came back in about
~t..~{1oi.lS
~~,,v\i

1933 and he is a ,g.lo.:i;i.o;u&a;l ca s e of how difficult it was to choose
people.

He came up in one of the selection boards that they had

19
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for the civil service.

He was, as far as I know, a Spanish

scholar and he wasn't accepted and then a couple of people
who were accepted fell out and Foss was taken on.

'-µj

was very good indeed up '&er the war period.
analysis of the commercial Enigma.

He really

He did the original

He broke the, as far as I

know, he did all the proper work towards breaking the Japanese
Purple ... uh Red Machine, not the Purple.

In fact, he was

extremely good and he developed a flair for the mathematical side
as well, which he wasn't brought up to at all.

And then,

unfortunately, he was very ill in 1940 and he was never the same
man again.

He was working on the Japanese Purple Machine when

he fell ill, so we never really had a proper go at it.

Not that

this really has any relevance, because in the case of the
Purple Machine, it had inherited from the Red Machine this
division into ... of the alphabet into 20

consonant~

and 6

vowels, or a 20-ring and a 6-ring, whatever you'd like it ...
however you'd like to put it, and it was possible that we had
succeeded in finding that in some places we could solve the
6-letter ring, the vowei ring and thus have some few leads
into the rest of it, and as I understood it, the early solution
in this country of the Purple Machine really rested on their
having done this kind of work rather more than we did and then
there was a long, I'm open to correction here ... this is all
hearsay, there was a long handout by the British, which was
transmitte~

back in the

-1~ ':p-t~f~,_inl"tact,
.......

Purpl~

Machine to Japan.

Several

and it was possible there to read a certain
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amount of it simply from the reading of the vowel ring, and
I believe I'm right in saying that Mr. Friedman succeeded in
winkling the original text out of your state department, where
.,-;-

.;'/

probably nobody else at the time had the prestige to do it.
Friedman, to my knowledge, never claimed anything more than
-~JF

that. \It was his influence that succeeded in getting a hold
of this complete crib to these long messages to break them.
Then of course, a great deal of build up which led to the Purple
Machine being reconstructed and properly read by the Americans.
I say that because this is something we wouldn't have been able
I

A -t"\-.<!

-"ol'l T

to get and Foss' work ... Foss' early work on the Japanese Purple
was good, b~t he was ill and he
Schorreck:
Tiltman:

the wrong one.

~~~~~~~~~~~

How about Alexander?
I'll tell you in a minute.

obviously confuses Foss and Knox.

Winterbotham, in his book,

It's not his only inaccuracy ...

he talks about a very tall, dark man, and so on and so on.
He's obviously thinking of Foss, and he's talking about
1)

.

~illy

. .

Knox.

Alexander ... Alexander was a very important ... a

wonderful man in the office.
schoolmaster at Winchester.

He'd been a ... I think he was a
Then there's a big department

store in London, John Lewis, and the old John Lewis had a
great idea of using mathematicians to organize his ... organize
his department store, and Alexander was one of the people to
take it on and we actually took Alexander from John Lewis.
But he was one of the people who came

21
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We had a course, just before the war, arranged by Denniston
for a small number of fellows from Oxford and Cambridge; whom
we had hoped to get in the event of war coming on, and I gave
them a couple of lectures; I can't remember what I talked
about, but Alexander was on that course and so was Turing.
I didn't have anything very much to do with Alexander technically
during the war.

He was working mostly, in my memory, on the

Naval Enigma, which I had nothing whatever to do with.
succeeded me as "H".

He

I was the first "H" after the war, and

Alexander succeeded me.

I think he was likely to have been a

very much better "H" than I was.

He had this wonderful power

of concentration which came out, of course, he was a very fine
_Jos_\'")

chess player.

He and aeh:n Cooper, who is head of the "S" section.

Either of them could do something that I was never able to do ...
they could listen to somebody give a very complicated demonstration
or read one and remember all of it.
of concentration at all.

Now I haven't got that kind

I suppose that if you want to talk

about genius, the only·one we had who could have been called
.

a genius

µJ~
~

.

Turing.

.

.

He was a little more peculiar.

.

I think

he probably made a bigger contribution than Alexander.

But

Alexander must have been very very useful in the Enigma field
during the war.
Schorreck.:

How about Frank Birch?
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Tiltman:

Frank Birch had been in ... he was a history fellow

at one of the Universities ... ! don't ~.,and he had
been one of the original staff of 40

.

·'

__,,Ji..

ov..er-me~J.n

06

,,1

the Admiralty

and when he was brought into the office, he was put in charge
of the naval section and the naval section did succeed in keeping
people out as far as possible from naval business, and I think
he did a very good job.

I had to do with him on one or two

occasions, but not really a great deal until after the.war, when
he organized otir history.
Goodman:

I have a feeling that the navy section, or the naval

section... .
Tiltman:

The naval section before the war was terrible.

There

was a man named Clark there who knew every ship in the world,
but had absolutely no idea of the technical side of our business
at all.

And wasn't a very strong personality; he just had this
1,v-r.. .) ;U..-' -..il.·'1 .J,J.. .~':,L, ;,,.12'··-<i •
knowledge of naval matters that W0'-"
··
f ·
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Goodman:

But they seemed to operate completely independently

of everyone else.
Tiltman:

{'&tl.Q ('
They did, yes.

Goodman:

Without any controls, so to speak ...

Tiltman:

Yes, they were a little bit out of control.

Goodman:

Was that because of Denniston's ........ .

Tiltman:
Schorreck:
Brigadier, that we should be familiar with from this early period?
Prior to the war, although I know some of these went on through?
23
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Tiltman:

We had a very famous lady, Emily Anderson, who wrote

books·-,~he ~~ters

the standard

of

Beethove;'an~~e

(etters of

l {

Mozart.

And I never worked with her, but the story was that she

z-

q 0

1 A-t-o

once w&s in an argument with Denniston, and she said, "You
don't seem to understand, Commander Denniston, that my work
starts when I leave your office.".
lasted through the war.
Schorreck:

She was

She was very good.

f l ' V.-0 · r\f\ \.,.l}.,\
\1) '(

1

Cl. 0

She
i

I. :i;-,

She was a cryptanalyst?

Tiltman:

Yes, in the old standard codebook and additive period.

Goodman:

Who was producing British COMSEC materials at that

point, in that early period?
that?

Did you have anything to do with

With the sections?

Tiltman:

What I did, I did on my own authority, my own thinking.
~·

I ... you probably know from having read my stuff

~t

the SS frame,

which solved the general fleet cipher ... well, I devised the first
wh !c:L
grille additives, that is to say an additive ~ certain groups

tn

appeared in windows on a sheet.

In 1933, I made a cylindrical

device, a very elaborate one that could be changed fundamentally
by a memorizable codeword, but

I

was quite unpopular ...

cryptanalysts weren't supposed to invent ciphers and I was told
to keep off it .. But it was useful to me later because in I
suppose late.in 1940, I was called in to examine the ciphers
being used by the free Poles, who had a headquarters in London
and they were using sheets of 4-figure additives and r~
wr\'v,

suggested then that they should put masks on these windows and

"

so on.

So that I had it in my mind when the problem of naval
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. ,: cryptographic security ·cropped up in 1941,

when it was put to me.

As you we11 know, there was an extraordinary outpouring
...... ,-4 k
of COMSEC materials -e.fl~~h the war, and I wondered what their

Goodman:

antecedents were if,

i~

fact, there were joint ciphers used

between the British forces, who produced them,

How were they

contrived?
.

I;

10 ~c.,

n

w •

f ..!_l

n.

" .....i·

?

f\ Ul:'«l. v.{.J) -~~,-, (;Iv~.

(;Jw,

l1.{;._.Q,

'

Tiltman:

I do know that the \&hr 9f f ice ..ysed them in the; wa.r,...

Goodman:

In the \Jiir Office.

So, everybody had their own

individual responsibili~ies ••. by sections
Tiltman:

Yes.

Who, for' instance, devised the foreign Gffice

ciphers, I simply don't know.

As far as I know, they eventually ...

I don't know ..• they eventually got into one-time pads, but I
don't remember much about it.
Schorreck:

~J)

Many of the outstanding people in this business, in
f VI

the 1930's and~the war itself, were people like Friedman, or
like Frank Rowlett, or like Sinkov, or like yourself, and like
Safford, who were involved in both sides of the activity, both
cryptography and cryptanalysis.
Tiltman:

Yes, it wasn't until the war that mine was anything

except my own dreaming.
Goodman:

I didn't have any responsibility.

But wouldn't you think that this is a _ good idea?

25
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Tiltman:

I think it's a most excellent idea.

of my ... any success

4;ha-t-

I owe a great deal

I've had in the way of diagnosis of

ciphers to having had all through the years to think of the other
end of the bu'siness.
Goodman:

It's very obvious there was a great deal of technical

c...r1r..tes

·

interchange between the ... what were initially the -cryptees and tAe~
1
11 ,,_,J L:r ·-th ...." ~ cx0 '4'
the COMSECers
Is that kind of thin~ ?eing done
now? ..... at all?
Tiltman:

I don't know.

I'm not in touch.

I'm 20 years behind

the times.
Goodman:

You mentioned the

Type~
earlier on.
I -.:o

how that appeared on the scene?
Tiltman:

Do you recall

Did you have anythirig .....
:i,:_,pvt t x,,-.i.Q.. ML
1

u:i-co./)

r.l

Typ~~ was, I think, .was devised by a RAFI\ Wing

Commander named Lywood, which was simply the British development
of the commercial Enigma machine.
Goodman:

It was an adaptation?

Tiltman:

An adaptation of the Enigma machine.

It wasn't such

a complete re-make as the ECM or the American one, but it was
quite a good machine.
Goodman:

I

wantl~o

ask you something about this ... You mentioned

Winterbotham a minute ago ... I'd like to clear up one point from
your view.

tL-J

,
.
~
.
f ami' l y.
:t;J:i,e
Purple machines
~.0f t h e Enigma
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Tiltman:
G,. 0

01,pl'-l.<'IN

-.

Oh yes, he

didn'~-

know what he was talking about.

~li.. 1 "11\w\ ovv~ f;/.:__Q_c_7~·y..._ ·

'jAtt""~~ '. He didn't know ... he ... I knew Winterbotham.

I doubt that he ever,

in spite of his being mixed up in the middle of tt all the time,
I doubt if he ever understood how either the Enigma machine
or any of the machines <he- used to break it ... He hadn't the
slightest idea ¢·how they worked.

I've heard the expression that

when he talks about the bronze goddess and that.
heard the expression until I saw it in

I never

boo~.

Tiltman: . Winterbotham, as far a's I know, Winl.eI:bothetrn did his
own job very well.

His own job, as far as our work is concerned,

was that he was responsible for organizing the SLUs, the Special
Liaison Units, which looked after the security of our results.
Schorreck:
.

Disseminating that information.

\)e)''

Tiltman:' As far as I know, he did that quite well.

I don't

know whether you've seen his latest book, about his work before
the war when he was buddies with Hitler and Rosenberg,·

oJ1 .

q•·· •

l"l~~n
-iQ;+-"'-"--'-P\J'+---

and"the r est of them; he can't have invented it all, but I paid,
during the COMINTERN time, I paid 3 visits to Berlin.

On each

occasion, I stayed with the head SIS man in Berlin and I never
.
(µ1,,.th~fhci-t[~"I,"'.,~ NO J'~.
heard of,,~. ~as far as I know, it's all true. When he

touches on our stuff, he's most unreliable ... and could have been
stopped.
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Schorreck:

I wonder if we could. possibly touch on that question

we were talking about a minute ago ... about the transition.
Is there a transition that a cryptanalyst has to make when
he's dealing ..... with machines?
Tiltman:

All I was going to say was there are people who say

that the breaking of the Tunny machine, that's the teleprinter
machine, is the ... I forget ... Campaigne says that it's the best
cryptanalysis performed in recent years ... or whatever ...
I don't remember what he really does say, but I broke the ... I
produced the bit of key on which they read the thing, and I know
nothing whatever

a~out

machinery.

But it had to be reduced to

paper terms for me to deal with it at all.
going to say.

That's all I was

In the same way that the early work on the Enigma

,...,.,,

~ 60 "t!T"

was done by paper methods before they invented scanning machinery~
There used to be a document called a Foss sheet.
perforat~ons

was.a large bit of paper with

"'

A Foss sheet

in various places,

which represented, I presume, what later they called a menu.

You

laid this down on a glass transparency with a light underneath.
All these things, you see, they're not really bringing machinery

. wt:L.,

into· t l a""t all.
Schorreck:

Is there any difference at all in your approach

to cryptanalysis .....
Goodman:
S ch or rec k:

Machine

versus~

manual ....

o-

Machine versus .t.l:i:e manual produced system?
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Tiltman:

I'm too far out of date to answer that.

I think

that things have changed so much with the introduction of computers
and so on, in which I have no part at all.
Goodman:

Well, then perhaps we could go at it another way ...

Tiltrnan:

I don't know·whether I'm even talking sense.

Goodirian :·

Yes you are.

If you could tell us, or could you

.

I

tei-i us what sort.of person you see is the one who makes the

. . p)

....,,,1,1. k.~.r;:.1'.l

best .-fryp~e;, ~r ,....who seems to do the most .reasonable job?
Ti.ftm~h: ·. ·That i's an interesting point., ·because until the war

broke- out, it had

n~ver

occurred to anybody in my office that

mathema~ici~ns .~ad anything to do with our business at all~

As fai as I know, the first pure mathematician taken on was
in about Y938 1 when the war office sticceeded at last in giving
me two.permanent civil servants.
was Twinn.

One was Dryden, the other one

Dryden was a German scholar, Twinn was a pure

mathematician.· ,But I don't think they were taking him on
consciously as a mathematician, but just as a highly qualified
inte'iligent ...
Gobdm:ari:

All-around

Tiltman:

Yes.

scholar;'Tk~ flV\.*crf (:(;~~··

I had nothing to do with the introduction

of scanning machinery, Hollerith machinery.

To my shame, I

have to admit that back in about 1934-1935, a man named
Guy Liddell in the SIS, took me down and gave me a demonstration
in Hollerith and I didn't understand at the time it's application
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»l

\.'-l

to our work.

I had so little ... by then Sir Edward Travis

introduced a rival form of the scanning machine into the
office with one lady operator.
machinery.

This was

This was another way of doing the same thing that

Hollerith did and I did a test and I found that I could beat
her in time iri an analysis job.
test, of course, because

th~

This was a completely unfair

development of machinery is not
I

dependent on one person pounding·one machine wh~ffb.is what
.
""'~Q (>;~~-'i l?.Q~
happened to her.
She did all the pun·ching( When we did take
on Hollerith, it was done on Sir Edward Travis' responsibility
and we approached it in a slightly different way, I think to
you.

We imported a whole Hollerith unit, which belonged to the

Hollerith Company, under a man named Freeborn, who stayed with
us until after the war.
Goodman:

;x;

ti... ~il'"""'"'""'

Could you talk to Sir Edward Travis' policy..amefHJ

which you haven't described him at all?
Tiltman:
times.

'This is a little embarassing.
He was a good friend of mine.

~
.
t\ r
C1x 0 "5$'('._.(;t,
:~ \LO f"(J,_~ w

·

I t:.a4kecl-b<yhim many
I knew him back to 1920,

and I would rather not; I hadn't even in my papers for the
British Office.

I would rather not give a description of what

I feel about Travis.

He did a wonderful job for us during the

war, but as far as I know, the most importan.;.;,,_p;l~t~Q-~:~i t was that
he maintained this high-level contact

throu~Menzies

Prime Minister by which we got everything we wanted.

to the
We had so

much priority; without which we couldn't have built up the vast
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machinery for the Enigma and the Tunny that we did.
I don't think Denniston could have done.·

And which

Denniston was a very

good man, but I don't think his thought was quite on that scale.
So, I think I can say that Sir Edward Travis .•. that he did a

.:1~

wonderful job on that line •
than that, I'd rather not
1 c> - f.J·~ un'.:il...,....t" ~~-::'.) '
be~t.
You mentioned DeGrey ... DeGrey became Travis' deputy

·'

~IJA,

during the war.

,,

He was a ~J little man / and one beautiful

function that he produced ..• that he had was that, when Travis
in~tance,

was abroad, over here for
the problems of the office

DeGrey's way of dealing with·

~ ... . How

would Travis do it?

And that's the way he did it, so he was almost the perfect
deputy.

Whether people liked his decisions or not, he was

Travis when Travis was away.
Schorreck:
Tiltman:
.

That was Nigel DeGrey?
Nigel DeGrey.

There are four from the beginning of

~

'42 I Whe·were four deputy directors.

I was DD-4, DD-2 ...

DD-1 was DeGrey, DD-2 was a Naval Captain named Bradshaw, who
was the head of administration, DD-3 was Captain Hastings
(I

don't quite remember what his job was

-~

that stage),

DD-4 was myself.
Goodman:

Did Mr. DeGrey and

~ · i! ~~"'-

have any sort of

technical background with respect to codes and ciphers, and so on?
Tiltman:

DeGrey had been ... Travis was ... came into the office

as a serving paymaster Commander.

He was really sort of on the

COMSEC side and he was representative of the Admiralty in our
o ff ice.

And, how he came to be deputy to Denni_ston, I don't know.
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Schorreck: f

s·i;:·:

~

I wanted to ask you a kind of a general question.

\, ..........._. . ..-J/

·Somebody, I think it was Kahn, made a statement that there was
only one cryptographic system that ha

a ever

been broken by pure

cryptanalytic effort as opposed to having been, ,part of it being
captured or codebooked, or captured and recovered, pinched or
stolen, or filmed, or ....
Tiltman:
Tunny.

That, of course, is quite untrue.

The ideal .case is

We had absolutely no information at all except the early

intercepts which were brought to me by Kenworthy.·

Kenworthy

was the head of our war office wireless service, and he had
picked up the early Tunny intercepts oft search and he brought
them straight to me in bulk and put them on my table.

We

tried to get some collateral information, but I couldn't
get any at all.

It was purely and entirely dryptanalytic

I'm absol'utely certain
f~31
f1o ~ · - ·
. it:~
\)
Schorreck: I can't believe there weren't others as well
J
f.-i.irv""1"-.[,Lt- \...,-{..-&...
reconstructed! absolutely nothing.

q1Y"1,

work.

fu& ·

Tiltman:· Oh y~ah, it's not ... it's just not true.
Kahn,
.
J¥""'t
•
.
Kahn~now~ ~...~. ,J...•f'\. ~,_,....,,,
He knows a great deal more than

' u

he did when he wrote th~book .... Been here.
once on the telephone.
told him to do it.

I spoke to him

He rang me up and said that everybody
.

'

j,

He wrote me a letter{s:ying everybody

thought I was the top technical man in this country and that
later on he would give me a call, and when we had a call, and
it made me very angry because he simply would not understand
\f,',s: .if ~_,u)
my securitY..
... He didn't understand that I did not wish to be
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connected in the public eye with his work at all.

Then I

never had anything to do with him again until he wrote to me
·'l'~i

two years ago and asked me for a copy of em.off-print of my
paper on the Voynich manuscript which I was very glad to send
to him.

I wrote a nice letter back to him, saying this is the

best he had read on the subject.
Goodman:

So, we're not enemies.

But you're not friends either ... I think until the

next time he can figure a way to use you.
Tiltman:
office.

But, I have nothing against Kahn.

He never was in the

He was a journalist who specialized in this subject and

got interested in it.
Goodman:

Very aggressive.

Tiltman:

Very agressive, very aggressive, I quite agree,

but I put him in a different category altogether to a man like
Wint~rbotham.

I would have said to Winterbotham, and this is

only hindsight ... our dir~ctor had a long time to do it because
we negotiated with Winterbotham for a long time and we tried
to get legal action taken against him under the gf f icial
Secrets'Act, which was defeated because we were advised that we
would never get a case through to him unless we could prove he
was doing damage to our security now.

I would also have said to

Winterbotham, "You are a regular officer,·you are a regular
officer.

We '.d like you to know that your colleagues regard

your actions as being dishonorable.".
would have taken that.

I don't believe .he

The damage he's done is not by anything

he's disclosed, but by the fact that ever since he's written
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that book, everybody ... Tom, Dick, and Harry thinks they can
Cl""-\ 'N~ ll4--vi...__

write what they like without our permission.
Schorreck:

And the problem with Kahn is that since he is

so technical, that even Winterbotham admits that he uses
Kahn as a technical source and in technical matters€
Kahn may not know and often does not know what he is talking
about.
Tiltman:

And so that kind of thing gets perpetuated.
He picked it up. in, bits ... .. J.J-r:ttf,
~.,, 1''"-tr .Jo-1.JX ~
He's a clever fellow ... he's

No, he doesn't know.

•

he picked it up in bits.
picked it up in bits.

~~ither

he not anybody when they talk

about it, or the man who has just written the book,
The Man Who Broke Purple, have any conception of what the r-""~.li....
~~-~ ~,;
oool<: shoura--ee like ... they didn't k_no\j what the essential

~J;u-.l

;-J-vfll... ~_:!.,,/

4aetor-of it was ... or how to .lol.7.r.:.i.t.ef"'···afid they never found out.
Goodman:

Could you ... you mentioned Mr. Kenworthy a little

bit earlier today as head of the war deptavtment inter ...
Tiltman:

Not war department.

Goo d man:

'
I I m sorry, the war of f'.lee intercept.

Tiltman:

. f•

,

/('.?J\ VJ o {~~'ti l

11 1(l1..lr

·I'"'/ Ct. ((

I don't think he was war office./1 Kenworth.¥, I

don't suppose he ever be longed to anybody except the

I"

1-·"'~~...<fA-'

I

He was a very good hand operator, very ·good hand operator.
Goodman:

/")'
·.. ·

You suggested that he brought you the traffic.
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Tiltrnan:

He picked it up himself on search.

days when the good

old-tiro~ operators
L ii.~-·[,J\-'\ j

It was in the

went out on search.

""'Mfj;.~·"'--·-·MI""'~~

The .other man who was\/wonderful
was Lambert, who was the man
I
in our off ice who was. responsible for wireless interception.
Goodman:

Could you give a time for that or a date?

Was it 1930 ........ .
Tiltman:

Well, I can go back to 1933, when Kenworthy and

-t-

Lambert set ~with their own truck to try and trace the
COMINTERN agent who was operating from London.
Goodman:

Well, I'll be durned.

Tiltman:

They got the house next door.

(laugh)

But an intercept by Lambert ... Lambert on his own after hours
would listen to the COMINTERN, and the handwritten intercept
by Lambert was the most beautiful thing I ever saw at the
time.

Lambert was very famous for another reason.

Under

the name of A. J. Alan, he used to telephone his stories
on the British Broadcasting and they made a great thing of
keeping his identity secret, they suceeded ... they suceeded
in doing so.

He was very very famous, a storyteller.
)

died during the war)too.
Schorreck:

That's all I have,

Goodman:

That's a good place to stop, General,

Tiltman:

«A\/. h
fY/lg t.

\ ,
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